


Super Majority
is the only way?

StopQIP are Cheaters? 

We want the Secretary to violate the Law?  

Just More Distortion 

Are you kidding me?



Suspending Chapter 3.5
is  a

Perversion of the Law? 

By Doing  the Simple Majority Vote as 
Required in Chapter 3.5 

is
Overthrowing

Long-established Principles of Law?



Perversion of the Law?

Long Established Principles of Law?

Mr. McCarthy
Of

Save QIP

Said all of that ! !

Unbelievable  ! ! !

StopQIP are Cheaters? 



Mr. McCarthy if it is a perversion  of law and we are cheating 
and destroying long  established principles of law by  trying to 
amend Chapter 3.5 where the QIP resides , 

Does that mean that the Fixed Differential 
of $1.70 is a perversion of the law too?             

Remember,
It did not have a hearing or referendum with 65% threshold.
So according to your logic,  So they must have cheated when they  put the Fixed 
Differential into the Chapter 3.5 as well.

Will you represent us in getting back our money from your clients?
$1.70 a cwt. for the last 50 years?  

And how about the over payments we made on the shrinking Class 1 sales.  There 
is billions here to recover from your clients?



The Quota Holders  Say
You Just Can’t Stop Paying us !

Why Not?



They Need Five Years
and

930 Million Dollars 

to Figure Out

How to Dairy like the Rest of the Industry



Greed  Greed  
and 

More Greed



YOU NEED     
Five More Years 
To Get Ready ?

You Have Had
50 years 

to get Ready



What did you do
With the 8 Billion Dollars 

You took from us?



Enough is Enough



Chapter 3.0 and 3.5 must be
Read in Harmony

If Chapter 3 was suspended because of the Federal Order,
Then Chapter 3.5 should be suspended as well.



1)  They stacked the Deck on the PRB Board.  90% Quota - writing the rules for the QIP.

2)  They Create  a quota (QIP) program in Chapter 3  which makes only Pooling Plans?

3) They put the QIP into Chapter 3.5  after making it in Chapter 3 - which has a   
different threshold to terminate then Chapter 3.5 where they put it.

6) When the Federal Order  came in and  Chapter 3 and Chapter 3.5 should have 
been terminated (suspended) as a Rule of Law.

4)  All of this should have been subject to a Hearing to follow Statutory  law.

5) All of this should have gone through the Regulatory Process and turned into the
APA to make it a legal regulation, instead it is a underground regulation.



7) Where does the QIP reside? Answer  1)      In Chapter 3.5
Answer  2)      In Chapter 3
Answer  3)      In  Section # 62757
Answer 4)      All of the Above

CDFA and UDF and Save QIP would have you  believe that
Answer #4 is correct.

Wrong Answer  
None of the Above 

It is an Underground Regulation and it is 

Void - Does Not Exist



Mr. McCarthy,

You Clients have a stacked PRB board that wrote an assessment (Tax)  program in 
the wrong Chapter.  Chapter 3 is for making Pooling Plans.  Your Clients put the QIP 
in Chapter 3.5 , but you say the rules in Chapter 3.5 do not apply to  the QIP? 

Your Clients did not follow Statutory Law, and they did not hold the required hearing 
on the QIP.  They did not go through the Regulatory Process nor did they turn it into 
the APA, which is required by law if you want to tax anybody.   Your Clients did not 
terminate the old California pooling plan, Chapter 3 and 3.5, when the Federal Order 
came in.  Yet your Clients are still operating the old plan by taking RQA’s out of 
Producers checks which is in conflict with the Federal Order?  

I have one question to ask.  Are you Kidding me, you are calling us Cheaters??? 
One thing for sure , you got nerve.  How does it feel to be representing CDFA  who is 
taking our money illegally  while we have lost over 502 dairies' in the last 6 years.  
1496 down to 992.  You need to change your ad on your Website. 

You are a true Champion of the Rich, not the underdog. Putting Hard working people 
out of work  because they cannot make welfare payments to the Rich.  Nice Legacy.

Thank you and Gavin too.
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